> ... ... \textit{Become}
# ... ... \textit{Word Junction}
S ... ... \textit{Free Variation}
\sim ... ... \textit{Phonologically Conditioned}
\infty ... ... \textit{Morphologically Conditioned With or without}
\pm ... ... \textit{Morphemic Braces}
\{ \} ... ... \textit{Morphemic boundary}
\{ \} ... ... Indicates that the order of items enclosed is to be kept constant on both the sides of the arrow.
\{ \} ... ... Enclose items among which one can be selected.
\[ \] ... ... \textit{Phonetic Bracket}
/ / ... ... \textit{Phonemic slashes}
\ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots This has no historical significance. The arrow towards BS from TMS indicates that the feature is available in Tamil and the arrow towards BS from MMS indicates that the feature is an adoption from Malayalam or identified as the same which is available in BS.